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MANAGEMENTUITTREKSEL

titel Analysis & synthesis of (SAR) waveguide phased array antennas
(ESA contract no. 10 134/93/Nb/PB)

auteur(s) Ir. H.J. Visser
datum febmuari 1994
opdrachtnr.
IWP-nr. 710
rapportnr. FEI. -94-B062

Dit rapport beschrijft methoden voor de analyse en synthese van golfpijp phased array antennes
aismede enkele ontwerpen van C-band SAR di'bbel gepolariseerde golfpijp phased array
antennes. Analyse en synthese kunnen gebruikt worden voor enkel gepolariseerde
(rechthoekige) golfpijp phased array antennes alsmede voor dubbel gepolariseerde (vierkante)
golfpijp phased array antennes. Analyse en synthese staan de aanwezigheid van irissen in de
golfpijp uitmondingen en de aanwezigheid van een dielektrische plaat voor de antenne apertuur
toe. Irissen en dielektrische plaat worden toegepast voor Wide Angle Impedance Matching.
De gerapporteerde werkzaamheden vloeien voort uit werkpakket 1000 van ESA contract Nr.
10 1 34/93/NL/PB.
Begonnen wordt met een literatuurstudie gewijd aan dubbel gepolariseerde golfpijpstralers,
resulterend in de keuze van de vierkante open golfpijp. Na een grondige beschrijving van de
mode matching analysemethode voor een oneindige golfpijp array - eindigheidseffecten
inbegrepen-. die de basis vormt van al de verder beschreven analyse- en synthese-methoden,
wordt de nauwkeurigheid van de analyse software gevalideerd middels vergelijk met metingen
aan twee gerealiseerde antennes. Deze antennes bevatten gecentreerde irissen in de
golfpijpuitmondingen en een dielektrische plaat voor de antenne apertuur voor impedantie-
aanpassingsdoeleinden. Een antennesynthesemethode, gebruik makend van simulated annealing
en downhill simplex technieken, wordt vervolgens beschreven en verschillende antenne-
ontwerpen, gebaseerd op een enkel element in een oneindige array omgeving, worden
gepresenteerd. Deze ontwerpen zijn gesyntetiseerd met en zonder de aanwezigheid van een
aanpassingsstructuur en voor rechthoekige aismede driehoekige array roosters. Vervolgens
worden de ontwerpen van subarrays gepresenteerd die alle voldoen aan de door ESA gegeven en
in bet rapport genoemde specificaties. Getoond wordt het grote belang van bet meenemen van
de array omgeving in bet ontwerp van een subarray. Een microstrip patch golfpijp exciter en een
microstrip subarray voedingsnetwerk worden besproken en de diepte van de golfpijpstraler
wordt afgeschat. Gekozen is voor de realisatie van een rechthoekig rooster array met golfpijpen
van 2,5 cm diepte zonder irissen en zonder dielektrische plaat, gegroepeerd in Iineaire 8
elements subarrays.
Deze realisa#ti- zal alleen dan plaatsvinden als ESA, na vergelijk met cen concurerende patch
antenne optic - aangeboden door de universiteit van Karlsruhe -, beslist in bet voordeel van
FEL-TNO. Deze beslissing zal plaatsvinden op review meeting 1, 9 februari 1994.
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INTRODUCTION

Future spaceborne SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) systems should feature wider bandwidth,
scanning capabilify in azimuth and elevation, and above all they should provide full polarisation
information because polarimetry is one of the most promising tools for the interpretation of
radar signatures./
Current advanced spaceborne SAR systems are not able to acquire the full polarisation matrix
and do not have sufficient polarisation purity. Breadboard results from a current state of the art
system show only 17 dB polarisation isolation.
New radiating board concepts should therefore be investigated for providing higher polarisation
purity, larger bandwidths and low losses fulfilling the necessary electrical and mechanical
demands required for space application.

This report describes the development of a high performance waveguide radiating element in an
array environment for application in future spaceborne active phased array antennas. Described
are the tasks as laid down in workpackage 1100 due to ESA contract no. 10134/93/NL/PB 11].
Key features of the element in the array environment are: Increased signal bandwidth, low
ohmic losses, high polarisation purity and utilisation of low mass technology suitable for use in
space.
Specifications of the antenna are given by (2, 31:

"* Number of ports per subarray 2 (one per polarisation)
"* Frequency 5300 MHz
"* Bandwidth . 100 MHz (operational)

± 25 MHz (margin)
" Scan volume ± 150 (elevation)

± 20 (azimuth)
" Polarisation Dual polarisation

H and V (baseline) with
agility (TBC)

"* Co to cross polarisation for each scan direction
for each port > 20 dB (25 dB goal)

"* Complex ratio of copolarisations for each scan
direction after calibration on boresight within Modulus ± 0.3 dB

Phase ± 30
"* Input reflection coefficient "Sli" for each port < -15 dB
"* Isolation "S3 ,1, 1" between 2 ports of subarray > 30 dB
"* Maximum value of "active" reflection

coefficient over scan volume for each port < - 12.5 dB (< - 15 dB goal)
"* Absolute copolarisation gain variations over

range of polarisation states ± 0.4 dB (± 0.3 dB goal)

Polarimetry - a technique used in microwave remote sensing - consists of transmitting horizontally
and vertically polarised waves, and measuring both polarisations of the return signal. A target
polarisation matrix is formed, and the return from any other incident polarisation could then be readily
synthesized. This technique has been used for image enhancement and target discrimination in
synthetic aperture radars.
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* Ohmic line loss in subarray < I dB/m
* Aperture efficiency 2 > 85 % (> 90 %c goal)

In order to fulfill these requirements, the design of such an element in an array environment has
to be carried out by accurate modelling and not by experimental methods. Experimental design
of advanced phased array antennas is a very time consuming and therefore costly process which
dues not guarantee an optimum solution. Especially when the requirements become more
stringent, acceptable designs can hardly be obtained by experimental methods. Good theoretical
solutions are needed to make the antenna design simple, accurate and efficient. Computational
methods are therefore preferred because they allow the optimisation of the various antenna
dimensions and the determination of tolerances in a simple way.

The emphasis in this report is on the used software tools for the antenna development and the
related mathematics because of the paramount importance of accurate sofitare tools for
developing future spaceborne SAR phased array antennas.

This report starts with a literature study on waveguide radiators, resulting in the choice of the
open ended square waveguide. After that, a description of the mode matching method uscd for
analysing a single waveguide element in an infinite array environment will be discussed.
The reason for presenting this rather detailed description is given by the importance of this
method. All software tools described in this report rely heavily on this mode matching analysis
method.
The mode matching analysis yields reflection and transmission coefficients for a single
waveguide element in an infinite array environment. Throughout the report, mathematical
derivations of other antenna parameters will be given where needed.
After the description of our used analysis method, the report deals with software validation,
antenna synthesis tools, first designs of SAR antennas, subarray designs, the design of a
waveguide exciter and subarray feeding network and information on the radiating plane
thickness.

Embedded Subarray Gain at Input PortSAperture Efficiency = 47t Subarray Aperture
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2 LITERATURE STUDY ON WAVEGUIDE RADIATORS

Of the possible dual polarised antenna elements, the microstrip patch radiator and - to a lesser
extent - the open-ended square and circular waveguide radiator are the most commonly
encountered ones in the literature.
Other reported dual polarised elements are crossed dipoles (4, 51, printed log-periodic antennas
and flared slot (notch) antennas 16].

The problems associated with microstrip patch radiators, i.e. small frequency bandwidth, high
losses and high sensitivity to tolerances, both on dimensional and on material parameters, do not
exist for waveguide radiators. This is due to the inherent wide bandwidth characteristics of the
latter. So waveguide radiators are strong candidates in the design of a spaceborne SAR phased
array antenna.

Waveguide radiators known to realise dual polarisation are: Quadruple-ridge loaded waveguides
[71, Wheeler lab square waveguide 18], circular open-ended waveguides [9] and square open-

ended waveguides [101.

2.1 Quadruple-ridge loaded waveguides

The transverse geometry of quadruple-ridged square and circular waveguides is shown in figure
1 [8]:

LT77

Quadruple-ridged square wavegulde Quadruple-ridged circular waveguide

Figure 1: Transverse geometry of quadruple-ridged square and circular waveguides

There are two reasons why the quadruple-ridged waveguides are not suitable for our purpose.
First: Quadruple-ridged loading of square waveguides does not improve bandwidth and in the
case of quadruple-ridged loading of circular waveguides, the bandwidth is only moderately
broadened (7]. Second: The method of excitation of the element is extremely difficult to
implement at high frequencies, as stated in [8].
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2.2 Wheeler lab square waveguide

A sketch of the Wheeler lab element is shown in figure 2 [81:

50 Ohm coaxial line 
Dielectric sheet

Input port • •..r..•" . ,•,•-• '.• '/•'•. . '. ..

Capacitive iris

Square pipe cavity below cutoff

with two crossed TE-lO mode
exciters (cross section of one

exciter is shown)

Figure 2: Sketch of Wheeler lab element

This Wheeler lab element is an unloaded square waveguide with aperture dimensions less than
kh/ 2 , where Xh is the wavelength at the highest operating frequency.
Due to the reported poor cross polarisation behaviour [8] and the mechanical complexity, this
element is not suitable for our purposes.

2.3 Open-ended square waveguide

Although, as stated in [9], circular waveguides seem to be the best choice, because of reported
better matching characteristics over a scan volume of a 60 degrees half-angle cone, we prefer
open-ended square waveguides.
This because of the relatively small scan volume required [11, because a 20 percent bandwidth
design has been demonstrated [11], because the ease in construction and because of the long
standing experience of TNO-FEL with rectangular waveguides (121, combined with the
availability of in house developed accurate software for analysing and synthesising open-ended
square and rectangular waveguide phased array antennas.
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3 ANTENNA ANALYSIS TOOLS

In order to gain knowledge in the field of polarimetric phased array antennas, at TNO-FEL a
FORTRAN code .for an IBM type Personal Computer is developed to analyse phased array
antennas consisting of rectangular or square cross-section open-ended waveguides.
The analysis method described in the following, results in the reflection and transmission
coefficients of a single waveguide radiator in an infinite array environment as well as the
transverse electromagnetic fields inside and outside the antenna element.

3.1 Mode matching

The waveguide phased array characteristics are determined by assuming that the array is two
dimensional infinite with uniform amplitude excitation and linear phase taper, so permitting the
use of a unit cell approach, which considerably simplifies the analysis. The unit cell is the
smallest area in which the array can be subdivided.
On this unit cell a mode matching method is applied. The field problem is solved at the terminal
plane (i.e. the waveguide aperture) by applying the boundary conditions that the tangential
components of electric and magnetic fields are continuous across this interface.
First, the representations of the tangential electric field when z 1I, 0 and z 1 0 are matched to the
tangential electric field in the aperture at z = 0. Next the representation of the tangential
magnetic field when z 1, 0 is matched to the one as z 1" 0, yielding an infinite system of linear
equations which can be solved numerically by truncating it. This results in the unit cell
reflection and transmission coefficients.

3.2 Antenna geometry

The array is assumed to be two dimensional infinite and placed in the plane 7 = 1) of a Cartesian
coordinate system xy,z (see figure 3):

weveguidle

unt 3cell

1Figure 3: A tray configuration
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The array elements are waveguides of rectangular or square cross section. Centred irises (used
for impedance matching) can be placed in the waveguide apertures. Because of the infiniteness
of the structure, edge effects are neglected and due to the periodicity of the configuration,
coupling effects are the same for each of the elements, so permitting the assumption of unit cells
into which each element individually radiates. The problem has to be solved for a single unit cell
only. The geometry of the unit cell is shown in figure 4. This unit cell contains the centre
element p=O,q=O (arbitrary choice).

z 4
radiating aperture

y (iris) dielectric sheet

'7 iris

bd/ -----------.

qk----4

C S . . . . .:

a \

CI x ~unit cell "

waveguide wall

Figure 4. Geometir of array and unit cell

The grid is described by the vectors s and t.

In front of the waveguide apertures, a dielectric sheet can be placed. Irises and dielectric sheet
are used to compensate for inefficiencies due to coupling effects. A side-view of the unit cell,
containing the matching structure, is shown in figure 5.
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waveguides dielectric sheet

2

, -r. z-axis

r, r62 r4

0 "+ T3

Figure 5: Geometry. of dielectric matching structure and surroundings

F, "i = 1,2,3.4 denotes the relative electromagnetic permittivity in the shown subdomains of the

antenna. ,t;i=1,2.3,4 denotes the relative electromagnetic permeability in the shown

subdomains of the antenna.

3.3 Electromagnetic field representation

The electromagnetic fields will be described in terms of modes. A complete knowledge of the
axial components of a mode is sufficient to determine all field components of this mode. As far
as the field equations are concerned, the problem can be separated in scalar problems in the
transverse plane.

In the remainder an exp(-jcot) time dependence is assumed (ow21tf) and waves propagate
according to exp(-jkz) for increasing z. k, is the axial wavenumber.

For TE-modes, the axial H-field components satisfy the two dimensional Helmholtz equation:

(VT OVT + kT2 )h.: =0 (3.3.1)

For TM-modes, the axial E-field components satisfy the two dimensional Helmholtz equation:

(VT *Vr +k4 2)et = 0 (3.3.2)

where the subscribt T stands for the transversal part of a parameter. So kT is the transversal
wavenumber.
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3.3.1 Waveguide modes

The aim of this paragraph is to find solutions for (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) in the waveguide region of
the antenna and tQ derive expressions for the transverse fields.

3.3.1.1 TE-modes

As a solution for (3.3. ) take:

h!= I'`ý Cos k, X+ jCos~k ~+ (3.3.3)

The separation constants kx and ky are related to the axial wavenumber Y ) by:

kT2 = k2 + k 2 = 62E00-_Y1), (3.3.4)

with F0 and 40 free space electromagnetic permittivity and electromagnetic permeability,
respectively.
I"'! are mode amplitude coefficients.

imposing the boundary conditions leads to:

kT 2 -("t) + ( b t nn)•1 (0, 0) (3.3.5a)

The axial wavenumber is given by:
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",mn() (3.3.6a)

2,+ ( 2 ( 2 + n E ]2 2 02 < (M l2  ( b )2

with:

ko = (3.3.6b)

Further:

y " .... ;Z ln _ 1

Y11- 0 o ný y. M (3.3.7)

3.3.1.2 TM-modes

Applying the same procedure as in paragraph 3.3.1.1 leads to:

k 2 +C ( nTCD2  (3.3.8a)

Furt , she r :si y (3.3.8b)

Further:
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zE 1 = • yE_ 1 •_ (3.3.9)

with the axial wavenumber given by (3.3.6).

3.3.1.3 Transverse field components

The transverse field components of electric and magnetic field strengths are given by [12:

kW j 2 +I (1) (-~j~ MjIm (W - (3.3. 1lOc)

T-) a• Ir- " C- ( YX ) Sý-

e = j <3[- mnL-•"" Irn' -" IS( C,,, s( (3.3. 1Od)

with:

M7[ " ) lm" T ' 'm( _x

1 + i= (3.3. 1a)

"" 2 2
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1 < 4 < 2 (3.3.1I b)S,(•)=sin i~t(•+!}j;i= 1,2,3,....;-•-- 1

3.3.2 Fields in the terminal plane

The field distribution in the radiating aperture plays a vital role in the analysis of the
configuration and should be chosen carefully. In van Schaik [121, the field is expressed as a
complete orthogonal sequence of expansion functions. Two different expansions are described.
Since the expansion developed by Lee [13] violates the edge conditions and will limit the
permittable iris dimensions (Smolders [14]), we choose an expansion in Chebyshev polynomials
that satisfy the edge conditions (but will lead to more CPU time consumption). With this choice,
the tangential electric field in the radiating aperture of the centre element is written as:

E. (aperture)= • A,1.CT,(X)sT4(d (3.3.12a)

E, (aperture)=. B (,2ST X (d (3.3.12b)

with:

c f cos[iarcsin(2ý)];i=0,2,4,...

[-jsin[iarcsin(2)];i = 1,3,5,... (3.3.13a)

STi)= {jsin[iarcsin(24)]; i = 2,4,6,....l-cos[i arcsin(24)]i---1, 3,5,....

and Alw, Blw coefficients to be determined.

3.3.3 Grating modes in the radiating domain

Due to the periodicity of the array structure, the following relation holds for any Cartesian field
component in each sub-domain (see figure 5) located in the region z > 0.
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{e (0-(rT +rT ),h (r, +rr)} {e= " r ) -(nr)}exp[j(p 4 , +qI,)] (3.

TS and 't denote incremental phase shifts between two adjacent elements in the directions ol s
and t, respectively.

3.3.3.1 TE-modes

As a solution of (3.3.1) take:

Ii,(n) =T"). exp(-jkT/ OF) (3.3.15)

with:

kT=, = 1 (.+ 2ptt) + (, + 2(qrt) (3.3.16a)

flý

b, S i(3.3.16b)

1 x "

- ,S (3.3.16c)

iS = i'(&x) (3.3.16d)

Each set of values p and q specifies a wave component, called a grating mode, so:

hz = exp(-jk. F) (3.3.17)

The transverse wave vector corresponding to the direction of scan ( 0 sP0) is given by:

k/ran = ko[sin(o)C0°S((Po )i, + sin(e0 )sin(qpoJ)i,.] (3.3.18)
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The phase shifts can be determined from:

, = k ,•M " = ko.s.sin(Oo)cOs((Po) (3.3.19a)

T, = k-.t. sin(0 0 )[cos(Q)cos((p ) + sin(Q) sin((po)] (3.3.19b)

In Cartesian coordinates:

k•r, = [('P, + 2pnt) / s]r +[('v, + 2qt) / t sin(Q)-('P, + 2pt) /s tan(Q2)]i, (3.3.20)

Combining the results:

h., " = T,' exp[-j(U,,X pq y) (3.3.21)

with:

up, = ko sin(oO)cos(p 0 ) + 2pt / s (3.3.22a)

v,,q = k. sin(e0 )sin(p,0 ) + 2qit / t sin(K)- 2ptl / s tan(Q) (3.3.22b)

The axial wavenumber yp,'", is given by:

02 (k 2,-u _- tP ),,t) ,k E, >Upo + V 2

pq (n) = (k0 E upp 2 2 ~ , PO 0P +v,,q (3.3.23)2 2 v 2" k02 2 2

(~j(_ko2£ d + UP0
2 +Vq2);ko2 <UPO2 + Vp2

Further:
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Yyn(n = pq (n) / (Og; Z,' -,1 (3.3.24)

3.3.3.2 TM-modes

Analogous to the procedure in paragraph 3.3.3. 1:

-, n (nf± rAiq~e, Z -- "T exp[-j(U,,X+ 1,, (3.3.25)

Further:

ZZ OE ( q/ (n) (3.3.26)

with the axial wavenumber given by (3.3.23)

3.3.3.3 Transverse field components

The transverse components of the electric and magnetic field strengths are given by 10]:

e, ', '" = (-(o tov,, Tpq'!:F Y ., po.,q (ru -")! )Xpq / k1 , (3.3.27a)

e,, = ((Og•ouo, - + ]pq(TVpq T() ()± )Xpq /kr (3.3.27b)

h,,(" = (: Fpq(UpoTpq(")' + O•.EoV t,q7p ) / lkT, (3.3.27c)

"h. T- m "vT_ - o n )XNlkT, (3.3.27d)

h .II I I9 1:) -(FplIVqp~~ 
I(jO~Op /
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with:

X,, exp[-j(u,,, x + vtqy)] (3.3.28)

3.4 Transfer properties & matching

For analysing the electromagnetic properties of the dielectric matching structure, in each
subdomain, wave matrices and transfer matrices are introduced. A wave matrix is a column
matrix that contains the components of the mode in the direction of increasing z, and the
components of the mode in the direction of decreasing z:

[[Tpf = (z)i,,n = 2,3,4 (3.4.1)

3.4.1 Transfer matrices

The subdomains and their quantities are shown in figure 6.

•r2 1'r2 ypc42 )  Er3 Pr3 y p43)r4 E M r4 Ypc44 )

T (2) T (2) T (3) T (3) T (4) T (4)
pq pq pq pq pq pq4

+ -+ +

=0 Zt 2  z=t 2 + T3

Figure 6: Quantities in the various subdomains (n=2,3,4) of z>O

The transfer matrix of the section 0 < z < T2 ([TR( 2)(T2 )]) follows from:
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Iim['P( 2'(Z)] = [TR'2 (T, )]1im[T(21(Z)] (1.4.2)-0.

The transfer matrix of the section "t2 < z < 'T2 +r 3 ([TRW3)('t3 )J) follows from:

li [•'•(zl [TRO'('t, I lira [T('(z)] (3.4.3)

The transfer matrix of the transition from subdomain 2 to subdomain 3 (ITR 2 _o3 ]) follows

from:

lim[1P(2'(z)] = [TR2 _,,] lim['i'(z)] (3.4.4)

The transfer matrix of the transition from subdomain 3 to subdomain 4 ([TR 3 _•4]) follows

from:

lim ['P"(z) = [TR3m . lim ['p(4'(z)] (3.4.5)

The aim of the remainder is to express I J in terms of t T , t "

3.4.1.1 TE-modes

(T(r1)1 is taken to be:

H zH

With the above, we get:
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lim " I =[TRH2 . 4I lim HI (3,4.7)
M~oI Hz (2 1 T2T H()

with:

TR, TI2 T )[R13[R)T)[RI4 (3.4.8)

The transfer matrices ITR(2)(T2 )) and ITR(3)(T)l are given by:

[Tgn(¶) xp1= y ,, ( 01
flJ[ 0 exp(-jy,,Qnt )j;n = 2,3 (3.4.9)

The transfer matrices [TRH 2 _3I and [TRH3._•] follow from the continuity of the tangential

components of the electric and magnetic field strengths across the interfaces z = t 2 and z = t2 +
"t3 :

lim{TE(2) 1 /T ,(2)= lim{IET(3,,/V3)} (3.4. 10a)

lim {VT T,(),,/ 1 = lirm {!(4),/-IT () (3.4.1 Ob)
•.T t,2 ,• T t a . IT,,T,2

This leads to:

1 (2)+ (3) E (2) 1

[TRH 2 .=H (2) y (2)-j Na N Ny, (3.4.1 ia)
2YH, I 1  HpN '

1
pq

HI Hw H¢ H• H•

SHY (H3 H -- Y :H43TR H",4,] 2 Y'. , H.,. -p (3..1 b) r
-2-"y --7•.) ý .p () ], Y p(4) yH 9 .3) + (4)(3 4 .1b
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Further:

limH; q (2* exp[-j(upox + vNY)] (3.4. 12a)itHz",,2- exp[-j(Upx + V1,Y)]

24ý2, [ 'b (4]C1~, exp[-IAuP +,oX+V,' + y p+q(4) (T' 2 + T )) (3.4.1 2b)

Now, the mode amplitude coefficients {7q2}can be expressed in terms of mode amplitude

coefficientsi q {;4)' 1:

Iq 2'= Fpq 7 'q (4 (3.4.13a)

pq(2) =G T (4, (3.4.13b)

with:

Fp, (Y-- 2)j + ylH )(3ýXY"3 + YH (4) exp[ j(Y,,jtC2 + y"3)3)+1ep--p(4 C2,-)1Y,:Y.3

= H'2 - YH 3 Y",ý3 H' 4))exp~jj(tPlt2) ~ypq (3)t }3 ex[j q)]t+t4/Y

(3.4. 14a)

-p I YH,, )(~ X YH , 1 'H exp[i( + I .~) 3 ] exp[-jy ,") (r, + T,)] / 4 YHM1 Y (3)yI" (H2) + -"(1(y3 _H y() exp[-j~y(YN'c 2 + yN P,¶3)I
(3-4. 14b)
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3.4.1.2 TM-modes

Analogous to the procedure in the previous paragraph:

T PqFrq (3.4.15~a)

TT (3.4.15b)

with:

(Z,+ ZE , ' (Z , 'o)exp[j(y,,'2T, ,,t:)]+ exp[-jy7P,'(T, + T] / 4Zl'Zi"'

(ZE,2) -ZE, 1Z C ZE"4 )exp~j(y Pq. Tr. I J

(3.4.16a)

1( l,2 - ZE O )(Z E 0 + zE,,4) exp[-j(y pq(2 t T - y p t)] P-i (t.+t]/ z1 Zr

2)+z ..1) 1,-Z= 4 ' 3 exp[ -jy,," (T, + - , Z '

(Z + )(Zj E )exp[j(ypqT 2 +Y,'1) e

(3.4.16b)

3.4.2 Matching

The representations of the tangential electric and magnetic field as z ,L, 0 will be matched to the

ones in the aperture at z = 0; the representations of the tangential electric and magnetic field as z
T 0 will be matched to the ones in the aperture at z = 0. This results in the following equations

(12, 15]:

[.OPovpq (Fp + Gpq)7;q~ Pq /kpq =q XA,., F7 F,;w *•0

(3.4.17a)
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(3.4.17b)

+,,,,, (----- wl,, FF I = A, F11F*,•,2O 0

(3.4.17c)

S+ , ) _ n-,,,- kT = B"F 1  4 I.tCO ,), ) F-F, FI/k , =YB,,3F,~*

(3.4.17d)

j1 ,,n _n~ 1) o'-•) +• +WO ),3F,/k7 =
in ) k t(3.4.17e)

S i'(F ,- G'lq l,; +" O'3E
0

Vq + )T,,, Y5FI,6 /kT T

£j V!" nOEO V T."-,,")•L-•)/.: +F= )kF1 Ikr -=

Mn ( ( a(3.4.17f)
S[ (2)v( G )T141'" (WOeUP0(F F /T

Pq

F1 to F1 8 are defined in appendix A.

3.4.3 Matrix representation

The matching of the representation of the tangential electric field as z 1l 0 to the one in the
aperture at z = 0 yields a system of the form:

T=C..A (3.4.18)

T being a column matrix containing the free space transmission coefficients.
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The matching of the representation of the tangential electric field as z T 0 to the one in the

aperture at z = 0 yields a system of the form:

R = D"'A + D(I)1 (3.4.19)

R being a column matrix containing the waveguide reflection coefficients. I is a column matrix

containing the waveguide excitation coefficients.

The matching of the representation of the tangential magnetic field as z 1 0 to the one in the

aperture at z = 0 yields a system of the form:

U"'T= U 2'I + U 'R (3.4.20)

In the above, A, 1, R and T are column matrices formed by

{ A, B, B1 ... 1. respectively. The other matrices

are matrices of known coetficients.
Substitution of (3.4.18) and (3.4.19) in (3.4.20) results in:

[WI t - WJ ]A = B''l (3.4.21)

with:

WIh = U'I)CI h (3.4.22)

W(2) = U'3'D'2' (3.4.23)

B"= U()I (3.4.24)

U() = U 2) + U(3)D(2) (3.4.25)

The matching procedure leads to an infinite system of linear equations with (Aiw, Biw) as

unknowns. This system can be solved numerically by truncating it. Once equation (3.4.21) is

solved for A, the unknown column matrices T and R are obtained upon substituting A in (3.4.18)

and (3.4.19), respectively.
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3.4.3.1 Derivation of C01)

After some mathematical manipulation of equations (3.4.17a,b) it 3], we get:

T = (4"A + ON B1%, (3..4.26a)
1w 1w.

, =. ~~pI••" O) /_ + C ql- .I, (3.4.26b)

with:

Cpl,ql,,1 
l = 2 / T F ) 0oUP,2 + vIN")(F + q+G • v,,qF7 F,;w 0 (3.4.27a)

C 0,,,)j lb = 2 / FlF~o1¾)1u,o- + v,, 2 )(,q + G,,q] u,,oF 9FO;l ;# 0 (3.4.27b)

, =- / Fo+ v= -2)(k TM-G-)]- uFF;w 0 (3.4.27c)

~pq (1b) = T-(k1, 21F, 1'y pqJ2))[(Upo2 +Vpq -,q-Zpq)]- VpqFgFm;, 0 (3.4•27d)

Or:

T = C(')A (3.4.28)

with:
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T = 4) pfndx~q~ (3.4.29a)
-pmax.-qmax

prlax,qmax J

A Aimax.%iiax first half:w •t0, second half:! •0 (3.4.29b)
Boo

00 C""pu.-qd~lw.max C(Ib)-pm,..qmax.0O( .. CO

= (Op'.qa.. .. COO C(pmax.qmax.mxomx CNpa.qma.O.( . ~)p~~nxIa max

CO -pmnx.-qm4k.,O.().. C 0" pa.qa.mx-a C ON pm4a-qmax.0.() C1) pm-qma~mxlff max

C PmfAAAqflWX.O()-( . C pmax~qmAx.Iifa..ima C pmqmax.qflaI.O . .. C prmaxqmax.Irn4%Ma i.m

first quadrant :w#0

second quadrant : *~0

third quadrant :w •0

fourth quadrant 10 (3409
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3.4.3.2 Derivation of DM' and D(2)

After some mathematical manipulation of equations (3.4.17cd) [13]. we get:

+mn = - X D(UmiAw " D mn,..iw - (3.4.30a)

A,. = ID , +XI__ihLnp,.,Bt. +T~ 1,(3.4.30b)
. ++. o

with:

D""r, 1,i. =-j(k / + m, w,n •0 (3.4.31a)

-Db"",,,w -(kT2 / Y,,, '))[{-a' +() F] Fit 2 ; w'n •0 (3(4"31c)

-D(b•"w ..-.J(k ,, m + 5sF6] } •..- )F,., 4;lim•O (3.4.31d)

Or:

R D-a + Da 2wn (3.4.32)

with:

,, a I IIII I I III i== m • I I i l i2
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R - ,u~~ first half: (m, n) •(0, 0), second half: m •0, n •0 (3.4.33a)
00o

P 'o ;mxn a first half: (in, n)•(0,O0), second half: M •0,i n•0 (3.4.33b)

D a 'OO.ojo ... D ""o.oj,... W b)o.., .. Ib)oOaxw

= D"~'mmax.nmax.O ... D("')mma..nmaix.imax~wmax D~h'..nw.axnma ... D(Ib)mimaxnrx.nmaxjj.%max

VD 11"1) .0.0.0 .on D1" ,1o max~wmax 0D h 0.0j)00 .. 001a..a

L na~ma., D(IUmmax,nmaxjmaxwmax D "'mmaxnrx.o)o DMmax.nmIax'Inax.. max

first quadrant :w*0,n*0

second quadrant 1* •0,m •0

third quadrant :w*O,m•0,n*0

fourth quadrant 1*I0,m*0,n*O
(3.4.33c)
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-1 ... 0 0 ... 0

D*2).. -1 0 ".. 0 (3.4.33d)
0 -" 0 1 -.. 0

o0 . 0 0 ... 1

3.4.3.3 Derivation of U('), U(2) and U(3)

After some mathematical manipulation of equations (3.4.17e,f) 113], we get:

Suo)pq,.T (,
4 )" + --': q,,. (4) - U( 2 a)I. I +., I. UW + (-U-m.t- '' +

P4I pq1 17q + I~ql.:Z q -

pq pq mn mn

n .. rnnn
(3.4.34a)

()P q. 4 + " , -- + . (
2

b) nwlmn(o .+X (
2
b)mnlwjin(i) +

S pql i q i 7 pq U ,q ;T p, (4

pq pq mn mn

UI mt3b) mn. I + Z(
3

1)11111,n1M.

(3.4.34b)

with:

q (2)u tFp- Gpq)Fl5F16/k3,;O 1(3.4.35a)

o 0la)p - v 2_-1 p# pOk 
2

Ip 0 (. 
Pbpqi, ., = WEoV (Tp-q" + '-ý'7,q)FOF16 / kr2l ( 3.4.35b)
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U((~ni ~n'jF1 3F 4Ik T 
2;l • O,m •0 (3.4.35c)

n/i. -- mn/, J*, F (3.4.35d)

U 3"mni. =u (u ,n.;1 0, tn # (3.4.35f)

h -Yq (2ll pq (F,, - G1,q )n,7n I k Tp 2 ; W# 0 (3.4.35g)

u pq. Wupý T,, + -p-, Fý,F,, / kTIV2 0(3.4.35h)

U( 2
h )mnji. P J (mn ( b c) I Fl2 / k T-2 ;w # 0,11 #0 (3.4.35i)

j(21h)mn. =-Iox.(!."!jIFI~2 /k T 2 ;w # 0,n #0 (3.4.35j)

U((2").nn- W # w 0, n *•0 (3.4.35k)

U~ #nw m wWO,fl*•0 (3.4.351)

Or:

-() U(~2)J + UM3 R (3.4.36)
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with:

U('-mqx00 .. U011)pmax.qM-Axo U~11 ')-pmax.-qmaxao' .. UOM pmax.qmax.o.u

O U(I)pa.qa.m, a . jj Ua""-pmxax-qmaxinmxx umbx VIM~n~ P.maxm.m

U pmax.-qnuxOO .. Ula pmax.qm"a.O.O U )-Pmax.-qmna.0.O . U pnxmaAI

L pa.qa.naA a U )pmaq max.)max.x max U )-pmax._qmax.)m".wma~x U0l lprnx.qmax.Imax.xmAX

first quadrant 1#•0

second quadrant: I # 0

third quadrant K, * 0

fourth quadrant ivw 0
(3.4.37a)

GAXGA).(.)( . Urn0 max.n max.).)) (2)000.0 (2a max .n max.j))

U(2
) U, M... xx max .. U( 2 ,, m max.nmax.) max.%ax (2) .oJ max.wmax .. U2Om max.nmax. max.%wmaX

I U 2 ))0.0.0.0) .. UL 2bm rhx.n max,.0 (2)00.0j).) ... (bmmax.nmax.)).M)

U 2)().().) m~x. max .. U2b m max.n max, .max.~.max U2b 0).).1max.% max U. (hmmax~nmax.)Imax.% max

first quadrant : 1•0O,m*0

second quadrant : 1l#0,m #O, n #0

third quadrant : w #•0, n # 0

fourth quadrant : w *0,m *O, n *0
(3.4.37b)
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Su 2i o ... . U (2u .... ... 0.0 i . .o7 oa ......... .,

U(21 U1 20().(OO.I max..max ... -U. ma,,max1 max. wmax U/ -O.O,/mat,.mat U "ma x

u ... _U(2%max,nmat,O.O u2b)0.,0.) u2mmat. m,.0.

-- U j2 a'O a ..... m max,''",-Vmm . ax... max UV (2b)o.O j. 'ma. U' m2 max.. . . / rnax.% max

first quadrant : 1*0,m 0

second quadrant: I * 0, m # 0, n * 0

third quadrant : w •0, n •0

fourth quadrant : w•*O,m•0,n,0
(3.4.37c)

Now, with equation (3.4.28) the free space transmission coefficients can be calculated and with
equation (3.4.32) the waveguide reflection coefficients can be calculated. The waveguide
excitation coefficients are fed into column matrix I.

3.5 Finiteness effects

Very large phased array antennas, i.e. antennas consisting of thousands of elements, can be
analysed perfectly well by an infinite array theory. For medium sized phased array antennas (a
couple of hundreds of elements), an infinite array approach will do, but for more detailed
information, finiteness effects have to be included in the array behaviour calculations.
It is because of the above reason and because of our subarray design strategy - to be discussed in
chapter 7 - that we have developed an approximate method for calculating the behaviour of an
element in a medium sized phased array antenna.
Since direct calculation of finite array behaviour is very complicated and very time consuming
for arrays consisting of more than qay 10 elements. it is expedient to look for an approximate
method.

3.5.1 Approximate method

Use is made of the fact that reflection and coupling coefficients are related by Fourier
transforms [16]. Reflection coefficients as function of scanangles 500 and q(0 are calculated for an
element in an infinite array environment.

By integrating these reflection coefficients over the incremental phase shifts between adjacent
elements in x and y directions, coupling coefficients between the elements are approximated.
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S(m,n) 4-2-- f jj( o,(po)ejY 'e" 'd(td, )d(W.,d.) (3.5. 1a)

with:

Vý = k,.sin(d.)cos((p,) (3.5.1b)

W, = ko.sin(*,)sin((p,) (3.5. 1c)

ko = 2n (3.5. 1 d)

The indices m and n denote the position of the element within the array. (m,n) (0,0) is the
centre element.
Note - with reference to figure 4 - that for a rectangular grid array, the parameters (s,t) and
(d,dy) may be interchanged.

With a finite set of so derived coupling coefficients (the number of coefficients equal to the
number of elements in the finite array), reflection coefficients are recalculated, yielding the
approximate reflection coefficient behaviour of an element in a finite array environment:

M N
F(•o•00 = j•S(m,n)e-`Y'd"'e-jnw'a (3-5.2)

-M -N

with M and N defining the (finite) size of the array.

It appears that the error made in this approximation is much less than the error in applying an
infinite array approach as will be shown in chapter 4.

3.5.2 Finite array properties

In order to discuss the properties of finite arrays we start with a fictive infinite array. The
dimensions, with reference to figure 4, are given below. (these dimensions are taken from the
design to be presented in paragraph 6,2).

"* s=t=36.26mm
"* a=b-32.94mm
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"* c=d=22.14mm
* r2 =0

"* 't3 =0.77mm
"• Cr = 6.36

Coupling coefficients relative to the centre element (m=O,n--O) are calculated for finite arrays
with -M<m<M, -N<n<N and M=N. For M=31, the amplitude of the coupling coefficients on
the main axes of the array are shown in figure 7.

dB
0o

-40

.40

ELEMENT #

-ELEMENT IN X-DIRECTION - ELEMENT IN Y-DIRECTION

Figure 7: Amplitude coupling coefficients relative to centre element, f=5.3GHz TEj0-
mode polarisation

We see a sharp decrease in mutual coupling when moving away from the centre element as
expected. Moving away more than 31 elements from the centre element does not seem to be
meaningful, since the coupling coefficients can not be calculated anymore with enough
accuracy.

For M=31, reflection coefficients in E-,D- and H-plane are recalculated with the obtained
coupling coefficients. The results, together with the infinite array reflection coefficients, are
shown in figures 8, 9 and 10.
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E-PLANE

I

0.6
0.6+

0.41

theta (degrees)

-+-- Infinite -* finite

Figure 8: Amplitude infinite and approximate E-plane finite array reflection, f=5.3GHz,
TE10-mode polarisation

D-PLANE

T

0.2

0. -

theta (degrees)

-finite -+- Infinite

Figure 9: Amplitude infinite and approximate D-plane finite array reflection, fS5.3GHz,
TE10-mode polarisation
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H-PLANE

0.25

0.2 . .-.

o.s I -- a
0.1

theta (degrees)

- infinite -* finite

Figure 10: Amplitude infinite and approximate H-plane finite array reflection, f=5.3GHz,
TE10-mode polarisation

The above figures show a near perfect match between infinite array reflection coefficients and
approximate finite array reflection coefficients for M=31. This indicates that for this particular
array a 63x63 element array can be regarded as being infinite.

In the far scan region we see a fluctuation on the finite array reflection coefficient. This
phenomenon is due to the finiteness of the array and is well described in 116, 17].This
phenomenon is also observed in measurements on a finite array [141. When more elements are
added to a finite array, the frequency of the fluctuation increases and the amplitude decreases.
To show this, in figure I I finite array reflection coeffcients for different values of M are
compared with the infinite array reflection coeffcients in the H-plane.
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H-PLANE

0.3 . ....

0.28 -t-/

0.25

0.15

0.01

theta (degrees)

Infinite mrnax-3 * mmax-7 -K mmax-15

Figure I1: Amplitude reflection coefficient finiteness effects, f=5.3GHz. TE/o-mode
polarisation (mmax=M)

I -• • • -mmnmmnim
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4 SOFTWARE VALIDATION

Our waveguide phased array antenna analysis software (program PHASAR) has been tested b)
calculating the unit cell reflection coefficients for two realised waveguide p!.ied arra)
antennas. The first antenna is CAISSA: a planar, space-fed, phased array anten:.d of about 850
radiating elements and operating in the C-band. The second antenna is an EXPAR
(EXperimental Phased ARray) test antenna, a 255 element array antenna operating in the X-

band.
For both ý,ntennas the dimensions are such that within the scan range 0-90 degrees, only a single
propagating mode is radiated in free space.

4.1 CAISSA antenna

The CAISSA antenna is shown in figure 12 [121. The dimensions, with reference to figure 4. are
stated in table I.

F r 1: .m h e

Figure 12.' CAISSA antenna without dielectric matching sheet
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Table L- Dimensions CAISSA antenna

a 0.035m s 0.05m
b 0.01 15m t 0.0289m
c 0.028m t2 0.005m

d 0.01 15m " _ __0.005m

S30.10 _ _ _ 2.3

The reflection coefficients calculated with PHASAR are compared with the results obtained
from the no longer available program TSCHEBY 112) and results obtained from a computer
program written by K.K. Chan (Chan Technologies Inc., Quebec Canada) based on a generalised
scattering matrix method in combination with mode matching.
The calculated reflection coefficient amplitudes obtained with the three different programmes
are shown in table 2a. The related phases are shown in table 2b.

Table 2a: Amplitudes reflection coefficient TEl 0 -mode CAISSA at 5.65GHz

[p (degrees) 0 (degrees) TIFI-PHASAR Ifl-TsCHEBY IFI-CHAN

0 0 0.24 0.24 0.29
0 20 0.21 0.21 0.25

0 40 0.17 0.17 0.19

0 60 0.21 0.21 0.18
45 20 0.19 0.19 0.24
45 40 0.04 0.04 0.09
45 60 0.21 0.21 0.16

90 20 0.19 0.19 0.23
90 40 0.10 0.10 0.11
90 60 0.08 0.08 0.06

Table 2b." Phases reflection coefficient TEl 0 -mode CAISSA at 5.65GHz (degr.)

(p (degrees) 0 (degrees) Z F-PHASAR Z F-TSCHEBY Z F-CHAN

0 0 105.74 105.50 103.2
0 20 90.56 90.25 92.4
0 40 40.20 39.90 55.5

0 60 329.48 329.60 327.0
45 20 102.63 102.21 100.1

45 40 58.64 56.79 73.7
45 60 279.75 279.87 289.0

90 20 115.78 115.31 108.6
90 40 159.27 158.96 127.1
90 60 194.18 194.71 134.9
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From the above it can be concluded that, in comparison with similar purpose programs, the
waveguide phased array antenna analysis program PHASAR is working well. The ultimate
validation will of course be found in comparison with measurements. This will be discussed in
the next paragraph.

4.2 EXPAR test antenna

The EXPAR test antenna is shown in figure 13 [14]. The dimensions are classified.

mini mii mli

m m -- m m m m mmmmmm mm -mm
on • No m mn . No mon.mninm~m-u-mn,.nmin

Fiue 3 A tes anen wit iri shee an dielcrcmthngsetoo

-.. Infinit arra calulaion

Sa n i n of m angle
Sa m o - - nd m me n mgh mt m ntmaicml" e

- --- mm -m.mmm.. - - --- m-.

reflecti n coffcint are show infgue1.m Couplng coficet are meaue m with am veto

* mm n n m mmm mmmm m m m mm ,•
- m- mmm mm m m m m m mmm mm .

Figure 13: EXPAR test antenna with iris sheet and dielectric matching sheet on top

4.2.1 Infinite array calculations

For a certain frequency f0 , the EXPAR unit cell reflection coefficients as function of scan angle
B are measured for H-, D- and E-plane. These measurements, together with the calculated
reflection coefficients are shown in figure 14. Coupling coefficients are measured with a vector

network inalyser and these are fed into equation (3.5.2) to get the 'measured' reflection
coefficients.
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EXPAR, E-PLANE EXMA, E-PLANE

IM MUON& N; w

+MIKS. * PgIA5 +WtA. *PgHn

EXPM, fl-PLANE EXPAR, fl-PLANE

-wf PMU psalm

GA I

* U 40 0 0 30 U U

SCM AWEA PMRM $=;mom;UpE

+ MM. * PHAW +IVA *PNAWt

EXPAR, I4.PLANE EXPAR, N-PLANE

U q .. . ... ....

U

U-

+noM. * PK"Mj + IIIAL *p IA5W

Figure 14: Amplitude and phase of EXPAR unit cell reflection coefficient

A .....
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The above figure is self-evident: for a basic antenna design the infinite waveguide phased array
analysis program PHASAR will do.
Next to investigate are finiteness effects for EXPAR.

4.2.2 Finite array calculations

Since we are dealing with a wide-angle waveguide phased array antenna with phaseshifters
applied on element to element basis, finiteness effects can be analysed by integrating infinite
array reflection coefficients over visible space only, as dicussed in paragraph 3.5. 1.
Equation (3.5.1) is now expressed as an integration over 150 and PO0. A phase correction factor is
added to deal with the triangular lattice. Furthermore, the integration is simplified by making
use of symmetry properties in the integration over po0. Equation (3.5. 1) is replaced by [1 8]:

2 d~d, 22

S(mn,n) =4.kko'.-- 2 -o0oF(io,0 Co)cos [1dx m+ cs[x,d~nlCosdosin i3odiodCpo
0 0

(4.2.1 a)

with:

p - ý(4.2.1b)0 n even

Equation (3.5.2) remains unchanged.
Figure 15 shows H-, D- and E-plane results for a frequency fI
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Figure 15: Amplitude EXPAR infinite and approximate finite array reflection coefficient

The above figure clearly shows that by approximating a finite array we get very close to reality.

It is thoroughly demonstrated now that we have the tools necessary to design, in a reliable way,
a SAR waveguide phased array antenna.
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5 ANTENNA SYNTHESIS TOOLS

At TNO-FEL a computer code is developed for analysing infinite arrays of open ended
waveguides [12, .151. The antenna geometry is shown in figure 16. The array lattice can be
triangular or rectangular. The waveguides can be rectangular (single polarisation) or square
(dual polarisation). For impedance matching purposes, thin irises can be placed in the
waveguide apertures and a dielectric sheet can be placed in front of and parallel to the
waveguide apertures.

z

radiating aperture
y (iris) dielectric sheet

/T2

z 0
. -- -

iris/ c !y

b 3,

d_4

a /
dx

waveguide wall

Figure 16: Open-ended waveguide phased array antenna geometry

Design parameters are:

* a • waveguide width
* b • waveguide length
* c : iris width
* d : iris length
• dx • element spacing in x-direction
* dy • element spacing in y-direction

0 triangular lattice angle (900 for rectangular lattice)

T 2 width air gap

T 3 width dielectric sheet
� Er : dielectric constant sheet
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Given a set of antenna design specifications, an antenna can be designed by varying the design
parameters and using the mentioned analysis code. Due to the number of design parameters and
the existence of many local optima in the solution space, this is a very time consuming task and
the finding of an optimum antenna design can not be guaranteed.
An optimisation -program -using the analysis code- has been developed, that allows for
automatically generating an antenna design given a set of design specifications as input.

The optimisation method used is an intermixed combination of simulated annealing and the
downhill simplex method due to Nelder and Mead 1191. In this chapter, first the basics of
simulated annealing and the downhill simplex method will be explained, after which the
intermixed combination of both methods for continuous optimisation will be discussed.

5.1 Simulated annealing

Simulated annealing methods are known to have solved some problems previously thought to be
practically insoluble (for example the traveling salesman problem [20]) and have a direct
bearing on the problem of finding global extrema in the presence of large numbers of
(undesired) local extrema [21-241. The latter makes this method very attractive for our synthesis
problem.

At the heart of the method of simulated annealing is an analogy with thermodynamics [20],
specifically with the way that liquids freeze and crystallise, or metals cool and anneal. At high
temperatures, the molecules of a liquid move freely with respect to one another. If the liquid is
cooled slowly, thermal mobility is lost. The atoms are often able to line themselves up and form
a pure crystal that is completely ordered over a distance up to billions of times the size of the
individual atom in all directions. This crystal is the state of minimum energy for this system. If,
however, a liquid metal is cooled quickly, it does not reach this state but rather ends up in a
polycrystalline or amorphous state having somewhat higher energy.

The so-called Boltzmann probability distribution:

Prob(E) = exp(-E / kT) (5.i.1)

expresses the idea that a system in thermal equilibrium at temperature T has its energy
probalistically distributed among all different energy states E. Even at low temperature, there is
a chance of a system being in a high energy state. Therefore, there is a corresponding chance
for the system to get out of a local energy minimum in favor of finding a better, more global,
one. Thc quantity k is Boltzmann's constant that relates temperature to energy.
In other words, the system sometimes goes uphill as well as downhill; but the lower the
temperature, the less likely is any significant uphill excursion.

In order to use the method described above for optimisation purposes, one needs:

* A description of possible system configurations
* A random generator to probe the solution field
• A function E to be minimised (optimised)
* A control parameter T and an annealing schedule to lower it
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In case of the optimisation of our waveguide antenna, the possible system configurations are
given in a set of design parameter ranges. The function to be minimised is the unit cell reflection
coefficient. The control parameter T is also the unit cell reflection coetticient. Starting value of
T and annealing schedule are problem dependent and require some experimentation [201. This is
the major drawback of this method. But, if for a specific problem the annealing schedule is
figured out, an optimum is found that is better than found by any other method.
A downhill move is allways accepted; the chance of accepting an uphill move is prescribed by
the Boltzmann probability distribution if no additional information of the minimisation function
is known. The optimisation can be speeded up by taking a modified probability distribution [211.
This technique is known as Fast Simulated Annealing.

5.2 Downhill simplex method

The downhill simplex method is due to Nelder and Mead 1191. A big advantage is that this
method requires only function evaluations, not derivatives. It is an advantage because we can
calculate the unit cell reflection coefficient [12, 15], but we do not have an implicit function
description describing the transformation from input parameters to reflection coefficient.

A simplex is the geometrical figure consisting, in N dimensions, of N+l points (or vertices) and
all their interconnecting line segments, polygonal faces, etc.[201. In two dimensions, a simplex
is a triangle. In three dimensions it is a tetrahedron. Only nondegenerate simplexes - i.e.
enclosing a finite inner N-dimensional vector space - are taken into account.
The downhill simplex method must be started with N+1 points, defining an initial simplex. The
downhill simplex method now takes a series of steps, most steps just moving the point of the
simplex where the function is largest through the opposite face of the simplex to a lower point.
These steps are called reflections, and they are constructed to conserve the volume of the
simplex (hence maintain its nondegeneracy). When it can do so, the method expands the simplex
in one or another direction to take larger steps. When it reaches a "valley floor", the method
contracts itself in the transverse direction and tries to ooze down the valey. Note that this
method, in contradiction to simulated annealing, does not pretend to find a global minimum; it
gets stuck in a local minimum.
Basic moves for a general 3-dimensional minimisation problem are shown in figure 17 (201
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high - -

reflection away from high point

reflection and expansion away from high point

contraction along one dimension from high point

Figure 17: Po-,sible outcomes for a step in the downhill simplex method

5.3 Continuous optimisation by simulated annealing

The simulated annealing method described in paragraph 5.1 is initially meant for optimising
multidimensional discrete functions. It can be used for continuous optimisation but tends to
become inefficient as mentioned in [201 and as experienced by the author. The inefficiency is
due to two phenomena [20]: Inefficiency of the random changes generator when proposing an
uphill move even when local downhill moves exist and, most of all, inefficiency in convergence
when an optimum is approached.
Therefore, a method proposed in [20] is used that is an intermixed combination of simulated
annealing and downhill simplex. The optimi•,ition starts as a simulated annealing method and
gradually changes to a downhill simplex method as the temperature is lowered. Thus at least an
efficient endgame is guaranteed; when the global optimum area is found by simulated annealing,
the downhill simplex method rapidly isolates the optimum.
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The system state is described by a simplex of N+I points, N being the dimension of the
optimisation problem. Optimisation moves are as described in paragraph 5.2: reflections,
expansions and contractions of the simplex. The simulated annealing is implemented in the
following way: added is a positive, logarithmically distributed random variable, proportional to
the temperature, to the stored function value associated with every vertex of the simplex, and a
similar random variable is subtracted from the function value of every new point that is tried as
a replacement point. The method allways accepts a true downhill step, but sometimes accepts an
uphill one. In the limit T --* 0, this algorithm reduces exactly to the downhill simplex method
and converges to a local minimum.
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6 BASIC ANTENNA DESIGNS OF CANDIDATE SOLUTIONS

With the tools described in the previous chapters, designs are generated based on a single
element in an infinite array environment. These designs will serve as basis for the design of a
subarray. The design of the subarray is described in chapter 7. The designs are obtained by
optimisation with and without matching structure (irises in combination with a dielectric sheet).
The optimisation is performed for rectangular as well as triangular array lattices.
Optimisation parameters are obtained from the specifications [2, 3]:

"* Number of ports per subarray 2 (one per pularisation)
"* Frequency 5300 MHz
"* Bandwidth 100 MHz (operational)

± 25 MHz (margin)
" Scan volume ± 15 degees (elevation)

± 2 degrees (azimuth)
" Polarisation Dual polarisation H and V (baseline)

with agility (TBC)
"• Co to cross polarisation for each

scan direction for each port >30 dB
"• Input reflection coefficient for

each port <-15 dB (<-20 dB goal)
"* Maximum value of active

reflection coefficient over scan
volume for each port <- 12.5 dB (<- 15 dB goal)

"* Ohmic losses in subarray < I dB/m
"* Minimum element spacing 0.5 mm

Before optimisation is performed, we need to know the number of elements in one subarray,
because this parameter will determine the allowable element spacings.
After the size of the subarray is determined, 4 designs will be presented.

6.1 Number of elements in subarray

We start with expressing the element distance as fraction of X:

de, (6.1.1)i

with i to be determined.

The subarray distances for elevation scanning and azimuth scanning are now given by:

= M- ; elevation (6.1.2a)I
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with M the number of elements in the subarray in vertical direction.

d•,b = N-.;azimuth (6.1.2b)

with N the number of elements in the subarray in horizontal direction.

The positions of the first grating lobe in elevation and azimuth, respectively, are given by 114]:

sn 5,, si ,, I -- ; elevation (6.1. 3a)

sin(a,). )= sin(O,', )- j ;azimuth (6.1.3b)

In the above equations t,, and i, are the positions of the first grating lobes in elevation and

azimuth, respectively. 15,4, and 5,z,, are the main beam positions in elevation and azimuth.

respectively.

The assurance that the first grating lobes are positioned outside the scan volume for all main
beam positions within this volume is not enough for determining the allowable number of
elements in the subarray. We have to be sure that the level of the first grating lobe is sufficiently
surpressed within the scan volume. Therefore we look at the angle where the subarray radiation
pattern is 20 dB down. With use of [251, we find in first order approximation for this angle:

i
= 52.03 - (degrees);elevation (6.1.4a)

15i_•, = 52.03 J (degrees); azimuth (6.1.4b)
N

In table 3, grating lobe angles (degrees) and -20dB angles (degrees) are given as function of the
number of elements in the subarray and as function of i (elevation) or j (azimuth) for the main
beam scanned to the maximum angle (15 degrees for elevation; 2 degrees for azimuth):
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Table 3: Array angles as function of element spacing and number of elements

M(el.) or N(az.) i (M)or (N) GL-angle el. GL-angle az. -20dB-an 1e

2 10/5 48 75 52
10/6 35 53 43
10/7 27 43 37
10/8 21 36 33

3 10/5 24 39 34
10/6 17 31 29

10/7 13 26 25
10/8 9.1 22 22

4 10/5 14 28 26
IL0/0 9.1 22 22
10/7 5.6 19 19
10/8 3.1 16 16

5 10/5 81 21 21
10/6 4.3 17 17
10/7 1.5 15 15
10/8 - 12 13

6 10/5 4.3 17 17
10/6 1.1 14 14
10/7 - 12 12
10/8 10 !I

7 10/5 1.5 15 15
10/6 12 12
10/7 9.7 11
10/8 8.3 9.3

8 10/5 12 13
10/6 10 I!
10/7 8.3 9.3
10/8 7.0 8.1

9 10/5 11 12
10/6 8.6 9.6
10/7 7.1 8.3
10/8 6.0 7.2

With the aid of the above table, we decide to use subarrays of 8 by I elements, horizontally
orientated and with an element spacing around 0.7k.

6.2 Rectangular grid with matching structure

The antenna geometry is shown in figure 18; the dimensions obtained by optimisation are stated
in table 4:
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radiating aperture

dielectric sheet

iris ~ ''
, wall

A Legend:

S ST Grid

A,B Waveguide
C.D Iris

Figure 18: Antenna geometr-Y

Table 4: Dimensions rectangular grid antenna with matching structure

S (mm) 36.26 D (mm) 22.14
T (mm) 36.26 t, (mm) 0.00

A (mm) 32.94 t3 (mm) 0.77

B (mm) 32.94 Er 6.36

C (mm) 22.14 1 1

The worst case return loss for the two orthogonal polarisations as function of the frequency over
the scan volume (± 150 azimuth, ± 20 elevation) is shown in figure 19.
The worst case polarisation isolation for the two orthogonal polarisations as function of the
frequency over the scan volume (± 150 azimuth, ± 20 elevation) is shown in figure 20.
The 150 MHz bandwidth (operational with margins) is indicated with vertical lines.
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radiating aperture

dielectric sheet

In "III . I I2TT-,,,
iris

D / F _ _ -- 7 eguide

A Legend:
S S ST Grid

A,B Waveguide

C,D Iris

Figure 21: Antenna geometry

Table 5: Dimensions rectangular grid antenna without matching structure

S (mm) 39.60 D (mm) 35.88
T (mm) 39.60 tr, (mm) 0.00

A (mm) 35.88 "t (mm) 0.00

B (mm) 35.88 Er

C (mm) 35.88

The worst case return loss for the two orthogonal polarisations as function of the frequency over
the scan volume (± 150 azimuth, + 20 elevation) is shown in figure 22.
The worst case polarisation isolation for the two orthogonal polarisations as function of the
frequency over the scan volume (± 150 azimuth, ± 20 elevation) is shown in figure 23.
The 150 MHz bandwidth (operational with margins) is indicated with vertical lines.
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6.4 Triangular grid with matching structure

The antenna geometry is shown in figure 24; the dimensions obtained by optimisation are stated
in table 6:

radiating aperture

dielectric sheet

ýT2

iris

D wall

A Legend:

S S,T GridA,B Waveguide

C,D Iris

Figure 24: Antenna geometry

Table 6: Dimensions rectangular grid antenna with matching structure

S (mm) 37.87 D (mm) 21.47
T (mm) 37.50 '1, (mm) 0.00
A (mm) 32.94 t3 (mm) 0.95

B (mm) 3294 er 5.58

C (mm) 21.47 1 (degrees) 69.41

The worst case return loss for both orthogonal polarisations as function of the frequency over
the scan volume (± 150 azimuth, ± 20 elevation) is shown in figure 25.
The worst case polarisation isolation for both orthogonal polarisations as function of the
frequency over the scan volume (± 150 azimuth, ± 20 elevation) is shown in figure 26.
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dB
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-14 •Design Specification

-16 .....

-20-

-22

-26

5.225 5.25 5.275 5.3 5.325 5.35 5.375

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 25: Worst case return loss over scan volume vs frequency; triangular grid with
matching structure

dB
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Design Specification
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Figure 26: Worst case polarisation isolation over scan volume vs frequency; triangular
grid with matching structure
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6.5 Triangular grid without matching structure

The antenna geometry is shown in figure 27; the dimensions obtained by optimisation are stated
in table 7:

radiating aperture

dielectric sheet

T3T

Iiris

IT L Iveguide

A Legend:

s )S.T Grid
AB Waveguide
C,D Iris

Figure 27: Antenna geometry

Table 7: Dimensions rectangular grid antenna with matching structure

S (mm) 39.60 D (mm) 37.00
T (mm) 43.84 'T2 (mm) 0.00
A (mm) 37.00 -t3 (mm) 0.00
B (mm) 37.00 E,

C (mm) 37.00 1 (degrees) 62.76

The worst case return loss for both orthogonal polarisations as function of the frequency over
the scan volume (± 15o azimuth, ± 20 elevation) is shown in figure 28.
The worst case polarisation isolation for both orthogonal polarisations as function of the
frequency over the scan volume (± 150 azimuth, ± 20 elevation) is shown in figure 29.
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Figure 28.: Worst case return loss over scan volume vs frequency; triangular grid without
matching structure
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Figure 29: Worst case polarisation isolation over scan volume vs frequency; triangular
grid without matching structure
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7 DESIGN OF THE SUBARRAY

With the results presented in chapter 6 as basis we can design a subarray to be used in the SAR
antenna. In order to reduce the costs of the antenna, phase shifting on element to element basis is
not recommended. Due to the limited scan volume, elements can be grouped in subarrays.
In the following the subarray design method, using the software described in the foregoing will
be described and finally some subarray designs will be presented.
From now on, triangular lattices will not be taken into account any more because of the
problems that will arise due to the gaps that will appear at the tile boarders.

7.1 Subarray design strategy

Figure 30 shows an array composed of 8x I subarrays. Elements in the centre subarray are
numbered from I to 8:

0

10000110000 0 0001111311O0000EJQOQ
DODOEDiO DOE]00 00000 000100000Do no oi o oooo'oooo ooolo oooo
000]0 00000000 ] S 2U4 o U 0 00'00000
0000001001 1110 1111 21 3T1 4 5 000 000

00000000 00000000 000,00000

Figure 30: Centre subarraY in array environment

To calculate the centre subarray reflection coefficient, three steps need to be performed:

* 1. Calculate the coupling coefficients for a finite set of elements using infinite array data.
* 2. Recalculate the reflection coefficient for element i; i = 1, 2, ... , 8. In other words: Sum the

coupling coefficients within a window around each element with the appropriate subarray
phase factors. (Figure 18 shows a 707 window for element 8).

0 3. Combine the so obtained element in subarray reflection coefficients to get the overall
subarray reflection coefficient.
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Step I is obvious: Apply a two dimensional Fourier transformation on the infinite array
reflection coefficients to obtain a finite set of coupling coefficients. Step 2 needs some further
explanation:

Since phaseshifters are applied on subarray level, equation (3.5.2) needs to be modified. The
element in subarray reflection coefficient is now given by:

M Nr,(Oo,P0) = •' •Smne- "e-V';i = ,2....8 (7.1.1)

=-M n=-N

with:

I.,mh = ',. (8d,). msub (7.1.2a)

Twu'= T,. d,. nsub (7.1.2b)

and:

P, =kosin(t5o)cos((P) (7.1.3a)

T , =ko sin(to)sin(ypo) (7.1.3b)

ko 2=• (7,1.3c)

Further:

nsub = n (7.1. 4 a)

a if (m 8!OAa + - ~E
msub = i +8 (7.1,4b)

if (m 0O)A c< <d ;c,dEN8
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With this design strategy, the subarray reflection coefficient for the element presented in
paragraph 6.2, using an ideal combining network, was calculated as function of scan angles 00
and (p0 for a frequency of 5.3 GHz. A 63x63 window was applied. The results are shown in
figure 31:

REFLECTION

0.8

0.6

0.4'

0.2!

THETA (DEGREES)

PLANE PHI - 0 -1- PLANE PHI - 46 X PLANE PHI = 90

Figure 31: Amplitude subarray reflection coefficients vs scan angles, f= 5.3GHz, TEo0 -
mode polarisation

As a check, comparison with figures 8,9,10 shows that the reflection coefficient at broadside is
the same as for an element in an array scanned on element to element basis. This is in agreement
with the expectations.
Also note that the reflection coefficient in the plane (p6=90 degrees is the same as the reflection
coefficient shown in figure 8 where phaseshifters were applied on element to element basis. This
too is in agreement with the expectations, since in the plane (p0=90 degrees nothing has changed
due to the width of the subarray (1 element). Of course the behaviour in the planes (P0=0 and (p
6--45 has changed in respect with the situation in which phaseshifters were applied on element to
element basis.

In order to demonstrate the influence of the coupling coefficients, subarray reflection
coefficients as function of the scan angles, for this particular design, are shown in figure 32 for
different applied window sizes:
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REFLECTION

P LANE PHh'O'

THETA (DEGREES)

REFLECTION

PLANE PHI=45
0.6

0.61

THETA (DEGREES)

REFLECTION

. . . .. . . . .

THETA (DEGREES)

-aft + taXIS *Tog

Figure 32: Amplitude subarray reflection coefficients vs scan angles for different applied
window sizes;:f = S .3GHz, TE10-mode polarisation
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The above figure shows again that adding more elements leads to a higher fluctuation frequency
and a lower fluctuation amplitude.
The figure also shows the importance of taking enough coupling coefficients in consideration.
The figure gives the impression that when only the coupling coefficients within the centre
subarray are taken into account, highly erroneous reflection coefficients will result.
To test this assumption, the centre subarray reflection coefficients aý function of the scanangles
are calculated taking into account only the coupling coefficients within this subarray. The
results, together with the results when a 63x63 window is applied are shown in figure 33.

The results clearly show the validity of ti.ý above stated assumption. Thus:

One can not design a phased array antenna that is scanned on subarrav level taking into
"acount only the isolated subarrav behaviour, even when this isolated subarray shows the
same behaviour as one isolated element. The element to element coupling may be low. but due
to the size oj the complete phased array antenna, inclusion of total array coupling behaviour
is of paramount importance!

To demonstrate that the above statement is more or less radiator type independent, we
performed a similar analysis on a microstrip patch array antenna.
With coupling coefficients of a 7x7 single polarisation, single layer, probe fed microstrip patch
array antenna, we calculated the reflection coefficient of an embedded 4x I subarray and the
rcfoection coefficient of an isolated 4 x I subarray/. The results are shown in figure 34 for a
frequency of 3 GHz. Element distances are 50 mm, the thickness of the dielectric substrate
(Er=2.94) is 6 mm.

Comparison of figures 33 and 34 shows that for an element optimised in an infinite array
environment, the embedded subarray reflection coefficient is better than the isolated subarray
reflection coefficient, proving the validity of our design strategy.

These coupling coefficients were kindly supplied by A.B. Smolders, Electromagnetics Division,
Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Eindhoven University of Technology, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB
Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
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Figure 33: Amplitude waveguide subarray reflection coefficients vs scan angles, with and
without taking into account the array environment; f = S.3GHz, TE10-mode
polarisation, 8x1 subarray
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AMPLITUDE REFLECTION COEFFICIENT (018)
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Figure 34: Amplitude patch antenna subarray reflection coefficients vs scan angles, with
and without taking into account the array environment; f =3GHz, TE10-mode
polarisation, 4xi subarray
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7.2 Subarray designs

Because in the subarray designs to be presented, co and cross polarisation radiation patterns will
be shown, we start with a brief discussion on the calculation of co and cross polarisation
behaviour. These radiation patterns are based on radiation patterns of a singly excited element in
an infinite array environment. We present this discussion, because of the fact that calculating the
radiation pattern of a singly excited element in an infinite array environment - bearing in mind
that our analysis program is based on a uniform excited infinite array - is not al all that obvious.

7.2.1 Co and cross polarisation analysis method

Use will be made of the fact that by taking a Fourier series transform of the field solution for the
infinitely excited array one may obtain, uniquely, the field solution for the singly excited
element in the environment of the array (261. More precisely: If a Fourier analysis is made of the
aperture fields of an active infinite array, which by Floquet's theorem are periodic functions of
the steering angles, the mth Fourier coefficient is then the aperture fields across the mth element
when the zeroth element is excited alone (27].

7.2.1.1 Aperture fields

Started is with the Huygen's principle, see figure 35:

P

(Electric and Magnetic fields desired)

Aperture

Actual sources S

L

Figure 35: Radiation through an aperture; Huygens' principle

The tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields in the aperture need to be known.
Although these fields arise from sources to the left, they may be considered to be produced by
equivalent sources located in the aperture plane. The fields are described by [28J;
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t --j•t, - •-'V(V • i-1Vxf (7.2.1l)
kE

with:

-jkrA•A eNjkr (7.2.2a)
4nr

e• -- jkr'co-2b)lC

L§k (7.2.b

R J i ' s udS (7.2.3a)
S

L = JKe+jkr cos(M")dS (7.2.3b)
S

, =,hxH (7.2.4a)

M, := -,ix (7.2.4b)

with E the electric field, A and F retarded magnetic and electric vector potentials, L and NV

magnetic and electric radiation vectors, Ms and Js surface magnetic and electric currents and k
the wavenumber:

k = 27 (7.2.5)

x

i is a unit vector normal to the aperture plane. r' and T' are defined in figure 36 [281:
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V1

Figure 36: Coordinates of a general current element in the volume V and a distant point
Q, where fields are to be evaluated, with respect to an origin of coordinates
near the sources

7.2.1.2 Infinite waveguide array

When the waveguide properties are described in a Cartesian x,y,z-coordinate system, with the
wave propagation directed along the z-axis, equation (7.3.4a) can be written as:

Js = hxl = -H,ý, + H =,, + J',, (7.2.6)

The tangential magnetic field strengths (the Fourier coefficients mentioned in paragraph 7.2.1)
are given by equations (3.3.27) and (3.3.28):

Hx poIT(4 *PqI + M rEVT(4) T pq )Xpq I k 2  (7.2.7a)

_.-y "v(4) IN V,"r(4)+ IN - OMr4EoUP0T (4)+ Pq)X IkTV 2 (7.2.7b)

with:
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Xq = e-j•u',r' : (7.2.8)

and the other quantities defined in chapter 3 and [121.

Equation (7.2.8) is a phased array term, related to the element positions in the array, and is only
valid for discrete x and y.

Now, we want to calculate the radiation pattern of the singly excited unit cell in the infinite
array environment. Since antennas are designed such that only one grating mode is radiating in
free 3pace, we take p=q=O. Since we look at the unit cell, we take x=y=0. This yields:

Hr = (-7 (4) OU00Tj4), + (OEr4 EOVooT4)+ oo) / k T, 2 (7.2.9a)

H,= (-y- )oovOOoT(4+0o _ rC , u00 T•4l) /k TN'2 (7.2.9b)

Since our origin is placed in the aperture plane, we take r'=q"=O in equation (7.2.3a). With unit

cell area s. t. sin(Q) (see ct.apter 3) and use of equations (7.2.2a), (7.2.3a), (7.2.6) and (7.2.9):

e- kr ,(4) (X)v T4)+x +wr4oUX (4)+ w Y4) Y (EU(X)T (41+ W ' -£ "VT4

A = pa, sr k 2 e' 0 4 r r,, 2 kr,,," 2

(7.2.10)

Since VxF = 0 and V - A = 0, equation (7.3. 1) reduces to:

E = -jto (7.2.11)

So, finally:

E -jkr w(4)A eoovT' + •r4 C0 0T(4)+00 (7.2.12a)

47trrkTO

= = &Jr y"~ou~T'4  too ~r
e~k (4)OO (4•,)+ooU•~~Voe' F 4)

E, = -jo = +jao. s. t. sin Q).- e Y 00T 00Or(7.2.12b)
41Cr k Tw
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E. = -jwoAz =0 (7.2.12c)

7.2.1.3 Co and cross polarisation

Applying Ludwig's third definition [291 and omitting the terms exp(-jkr)/4nrr, we get, after
normalisation:

+( -cos(tP))sin(,p)cos(y).-- -. (k,2oo,,oo oc ,,ou T'v 4

{1- sin2 ((p)(1 - cos(iO))}. k--'2. (-Y (O oo (4)+ - o),o _ W4V 4." oo )

(7.2.13a)

r =_{lCOS:()( _ .. P • _ .(yo 0 oT41%() + CoE o TU4)+

.(y()OovT 0)r.0 00 0)+

-( - cos(t ) )sin(y,)cos(,p). k ( 2 ( oO , 4"+(oo - r4,E 0 ,,oT )0oo0)

(7.2.13b)

Figure 37 shows measured and ca!culated active element co and crosspolarisation radiation
patterns for the EXPAR test antenna (see chapter 4) in the worst case plane (f = f2 , plane (P=5 5
degrees):
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Amplitude (dB)
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-20k

-35
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Theta (degrees)

Scac. -H- meas.

Figure 37: EXPAR worst case plane active element co and cross polarisation radiation
patterns

Note the fluctuations in the measured patterns due to the finiteness of the array (255 elements),
as discussed before.

7.2.2 Subarray with matching structure

For a 8x1 subarray with dimensions as stated in paragraph 6.2, the worst case return loss over
the scanvolume as function of frequency is calculated, following the strategy explained in
paragraph 7.2. The results for the two orthogonal modes are shown in figure 38:
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RETURN LOSS (dB)
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STE-10 + TE-01 * SPECIFICATION

Figure 38: Subarray worst case return loss over scan volume vs frequency; rectangular
grid with matching structure

Due to the very low values of the coupling coefficients for the not excited mode, it is not
possible to calculate the subarray polarisation isolation in the same way as outlined in paragraph
7.2. Because of the agreement between worst case return loss for the subarray (above figure) and
worst case return loss for the element in an infinite array environment (see paragraph 6.2, figure
19), it is allowed to conclude that the polarisation isolation will be comparable to that of the
element in an infinite array environment (see paragraph 6.2, figure 20).

For the same reason, it is allowed to construct subarray radiation patterns based on the radiation
patterns of an element in an infinite array environment. Figure 39 shows the element patterns
and figure 40 shows the subarray radiation patterns based on these element patterns.

The aperture efficiency can be approximated in first order approximation by [30]:
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Embedded subarray gain at input port
Aperture efficiency 47t. Subarray aperture

41c.8.S. T.cos( O0 ). (1 -_r( o, (po))2

47t.8.S.T ,, , (7.2.14)

I 1-I r(oo)12b

with S and T the element spacings in x and y directions, respectively.
Ohmic losses in the subarray feeding network are not taken into account in the above equation.

The aperture efficiency is shown in figure 41. The bandwidth (operational with margins) is
indicated with vertical lines.
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Figure 39: Element radiation patterns in infinite array environment;f-= 5.3GHz,
•: rectangular grid with matching structure, TE ,o-mode polarisation
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Figure 4 1: Aperture efficiency subarray; rectangular grid wit/h matching structure, ideal
lossless feeding network

7.2.3 Subarray without matching structure

For a 8x]I subarray with dimensions as stated in paragraph 6.3, the worst case return loss over
the scanvolume as function of frequency is calculated, following the strategy explained in
paragraph 7.2. The results for the two orthogonal modes are shown in figure 42:
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Figure 42: Subarray worst case return loss over scan volume vs frequency; rectangular
grid without matching structure

For this configuration, it also was impossible to calculate the polarisation isolation, following
the rules of paragraph 7.2, due to the very low values of the coupling coefficients for the not
excited mode.

Because of the agreement between worst case return loss for the subarray (above figure) and
worst case return loss for the element in an infinite array environment (see paragraph 6.3, figure
22), it is allowed to conclude that the polarisation isolation will be comparable to that of the
element in an infinite array environment (see paragraph 6.3, figure 23).

For the same reason, it is allowed to construct subarray radiation patterns based on the radiation
patterns of an element in an infinite array environment. Figure 43 shows the element patterns
and figure 44 shows the subarray radiation patterns based on these element patterns.

The subarray aperture efficiency is shown in figure, 45.

i i_
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Figure 43: Element radiation patterns in infinite array environment; f 5 .3GHZ,
rectangular grid without matching structure, TE,0.mode polarisation
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Figure 45: Aperture efficiency subarray; rectangular grid without matching structure,
ideal lossless feeding network

7.3 Choice subarray design

In an earlier stage we already rejected designs with a triangular lattice. At this stage we have to
make a choice between the design of paragraph 6.2 (7.2.2) and the design of paragraph 6.3
(7.2.3).

Although the characteristics of the design presented in Varagravh 6.2 (7.2.2) are better, we
choose for the design of paragraph 6.3 (7.2.3).

The reason for this choice is that this design is much easier to construct (no irises and dielectric
matching sheet). Furthermore, we do not have to deal with tolerance problems in applying the
dielectric sheet and the characteristics of this design still meet the specifications.
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8 WAVEGUIDE EXCITER & SUBARRAY FEEDING NETWORK

In the foregoing chapters, we assumed that the TEl 0 -mode and/or the TE0 1-mode were excited
in the waveguide without specifying how this was accomplished. In calculating the subarray
reflection coefficient we assumed perfectly excited waveguide modes and an ideal I to 8
combining network.
This chapter deals with the practical implementation of exciting the waveguide modes and
combining the elements in the subarray.

The waveguide exciter, to be discussed in the next paragraph, is ment for breadboard purposes
only. The exciter is not optimal for space qualification, but a first step in the development of a
completely space qualified design. The space qualified design will be generated under
workpackage 2000 [1]. Since workpackage 1000 only asks a preliminary space borne SAR
antenna design, the exciter to be discussed will do for the moment.

8.1 Preliminary waveguide exciter design

In order to make an exciter as flat as possible - radiator thickness is an important design
parameter - we use a microstrip patch structure to excite the TE 10 -mode and TE0 1 -mode.
This may seem odd at first sight, since one of the antenna options is a microstrip patch antenna
S11], but - and this can not be emphasised enough - the patch structure in itself is not used as an

antenna element.

We do not have to deal with microstrip patch mutual coupling, ground waves and other effects
of microstrip patch array antennas. The patch is used as exciter of the waveguides, and the
behaviour of waveguide antennas can be simulated with great accuracy, as is thoroughly
demonstrated in the foregoing chapters.

The idea of using a microstrip patch antenna is not new; results have recently been published
[311.

Because of the involvement of TNO-FEL in the design and realisation of a C-band airborne
SAR antenna (PHARUS: PHased ARray Universal SAR) 1321, single layered dual polarised
probe-fed patch elements were available and these were used as basis for the waveguide exciter.
The exciter is shown in figure 46. For the sake of clarity, quarter lambda airstripline
transformers in the coaxial connectors, are not drawn.
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Figure 46." Top and side view waveguide exciter

A demonstrator has been realised. The dimensions, with reference to the above figure, are stated
in table 8. Results of a electromagnetic 3D simulator as well as measurement results are shown
in figure 47a and 47b. Measured and simulated are the behaviour of the exciter placed in the
waveguide

Table 8: Dimensions waveguide exciter de/onstrator

WW (mm) 34.38 h>, (ram) 2.50

Lw (min) 34.38 hy (ram) 2.50

WP (mm) 17.50 h (mm) 0.035

Lp (mrm) 17.50 d (mm) 1.57

wx (mm) 0.8 Er 2.33

wy (mm) 0.8 tana 0.0012
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Figure 47a: Measured and simulated wave guide exciter return loss
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Figure 47b: Measured and simulated waveguide exciter polarisation isolation

The mismatch between simulations and measurements in the second half of the frequency band
considered is most probably due to differences in the stub dimensions (see figure 25) in
simulations and measurements. During the measurements, the stubs were lost and replaced with
wires of length equal to the stublengths as shown in figure 46.
Nevertheless, the figures clearly show that we are able to simulate the behaviour of the exciter
placed in the waveguide.
It is interesting to note that the behaviour measured at the right side of the resonance frequency
also shows up in the simulations. This behaviour must be due to a mismatch of the quarter
lambda transformers mentioned before.
Furthermore, the exciter satisfies the specifications within the 150 MHz frequency band.

8.2 Space qualified waveguide exciter design

The foregoing paragraph has shown that we have the tools necessary to design a microstrip
patch waveguide exciter.
At the moment, running ahead of workpackage 2000, we are working on a aperture coupled
microstrip patch waveguide exciter that has no soldering connections and will therefore be space
qualified.

S. ..
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8.3 Subarray feeding network design

In order to demonstrate our ability to design a subarray feeding network, running ahead of
workpackage 2000 and the space qualified exciter design, a feeding network in microstrip is
designed. Material parameters are given in table 9:

Table 9: Subarray feeding network material parameters

PARAMETER VALUE

Er 2.33

tan(8) 0.0012
substrate height 0.4 mm
metal thickness 0.035 mm

metal rho 1.25
metal roughness 0

Figures 48a. b and c show the patches in the waveguides, the feeding network and the
combination of these, respectively:

Figure 48au Subarray: exciters within waveguides
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Figure 48b.: SubarraY:- microstrip feeding network
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Figure 48c: Subarray: exciters within waveguides and microstrip feeding network

Note that the feeding network completely fits in the subarray.

The behaviour of this feeding network has been simulated. The results are shown in figures 49,
51 and 52.

These figures show that all specifications are met,except for the loss goal of I dB/m.
With a subarray length of 31.68 cm (design of paragraph 6.2), figure 49 indicates that the loss
will be 1.19dB/m. Since this feeding network is a preliminary design, we are convinced that we
can design a feeding network that even meets this rather tight specification. This can be
accomplished by using a thicker substrate. A thickness of 1 mm seems to be possible without
getting problems like surface waves.

Shown is that we have the tools and experience to design a subarray feeding network.
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Figure 49: Microstrip subarray feeding network loss
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Figure 50: Microstrip subarray feeding network return loss
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Figure 51: Transmission coefficient 1:8 subarray power divider
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9 RADIATING PLANE THICKNESS

In order to estimate the depth of the waveguides, we have to look at the non-propagating
waveguide modes. These modes are introduced at the exciter side of the waveguide and at the
aperture (iris) sid~e of the waveguide. The length of the waveguide must be chosen such, that
these non propagating higher order modes - the waveguides can only propagate the TE1 0 -mode
and the TE0 1-mode - are sufficiently attenuated, so that no higher order mode interaction
between exciter side and aperture side can occur.

9.1 Attenuation constant

Since waves are propagating or decaying with a factor exp(-jy")mnz), z being the distance in
the waveguide direction, the attenuation constant for non propagating modes is given by

(x = -Real(-iy"'mn, ).

The attenuation constants for the waveguide modes of the design presented in paragraph 6.2 at
the centre frequency are stated in table 10 and figure 52. These attenuation constants change
very little over the frequency band of 150 MHz.

Table 10: Attenuation constants higher order modes at 5.3 GHz

WAVEGUIDE MODE a (re'i) a (dB/m)

TE-02 155.12 43.81
TE- 11 76.62 37.69
TE- 12 182.09 45.21
TE-20 155.12 43.81
TE-21 182.09 45.21
TE-22 245.86 47.81
TE-30 263.71 48.42
TE-31 280.43 48.96
TE-32 325.46 50.25
TE-40 364.99 51.25
TE-41 377.24 51.53
TE-42 411.82 52.29
TE-50 463.77 53.33
TE-5i 473.47 53.51
TE-52 501.46 54.00

TM-! 1 76.62 37.69
TM- 12 182.09 45.21
TM-21 182.09 45.21
TM-22 245.86 47.81
TM-31 280.43 48.96
TM-32 325.46 50.25
TM-41 377.24 51.53
TM-42 411.82 52.29
TM-51 473.47 53.51
TM-52 501.46 54.00
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Figure 52.- Higher order mode attenuation constants at 5.3GHz

Table 6 and figure 52 show that the TE1 1-mode and TM1 1-mode are the modes that will
determine the waveguide hight.

9.2 Attenuation levels

Attenuation levels as function of the waveguide height ( exp(aXz) ) are given in table I1I and
figure 53.
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Table I/: Attenuation levels (dB) •_s function of waveguide thickness

MODE z=lcm z = 2cm z = 3cm z = 4cm

TE-02 13.48 26.95 40.43 53.90
TE- 1! 6.66 43.31 19.97 26.62
TE- 12 15.82 31.64 47.45 63.26
TE-20 13.47 26.94 40.42 53.89
TE-21 15.82 31.63 47.45 63.27
TE-22 21.35 42,71 64.06 85.42
TE-30 22.91 45.81 68.72 91.62
TE-31 24.36 48.72 73.08 97.43
TE-32 28.27 56.54 84.81 113.08
TE-40 31.70 66.28 95.11 126.81
TE-41 32.76 65.53 98.30 131.06
TE-42 35.77 71.54 107.31 143.08
TE-50 40.31 80.57 120.83 161.13
TE-51 41.12 82.25 123.37 164.50
TE-52 43.55 87.11 130.66 174.22

TM- 11 6.66 13.31 19.97 26.62
TM- 12 15.82 31.64 47.45 63.26
TM-21 15.82 31.64 47.45 63.26
TM-22 21.35 42.7 ! 64.06 85.42
TM-3_ J 24.36 48.72 73.08 97.43
TM32 28.27 56.54 84.81 113.08
TM-41 32.76 65.53 98.30 131.06
TM-42 35.77 71.54 107.31 143.08
TM-51 41.12 82.25 123.37 164.50

TM-52 43.55 87.11 130.66 174.22
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Figure 53: Attenuation levels vs radiator thickness atf = 5.3GHz

9.3 Depth waveguide radiators

Taking into account that the higher order mode amplitudes will be small compared to the excited
TEl 0 -mode and TE0 1-mode amplitude coefficients and that we have neglected attenuation
arising from the finite conductivity of the waveguide walls, looking at the TEl l-mode and
TM i-mode, we choose a radiator thickness of 2.5 cm, leaving 0.5 cm for the subarray feediiog
network.].
Because in all our antenna designs (see chapter 6 and 7) the waveguide dimensions are more or
less the same, it is permitted to maintain this waveguide depth for all designs.
Since the waveguides will be self-supporting, the support stucture, common in printed antenna
SAR antennas, is cancelled, see figure 54 1331 and figure 55:

/This in agreement with the 3cm for radiator, feed network and support structure settled at the progress
meeting held at Dornier GmbH, Friedrichshafen Ge:,kdny, November IS 1993.
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Figure 54: Cross section of a patch antenna tile and waveguide antenna tile
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Figure 55: 3D impression part of waveguide antenna
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10 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the foregoing it has been shown thoroughly that at TNO-FEL we have all the tools necessary
to design a SAR waveguide phased array antenna:

"* The antenna can be analysed and synthesised
"* Finiteness effects can be taken into account
"* The subarray in the array environment can be analysed; it is demonstrated that it is of vital

importance to include the array environment in the subarray analysis
"* A microstrip patch waveguide exciter can be designed and analysed
"* A microstrip subarray feeding network can be designed and analysed

Different waveguide SAR antenna designs are presented which all satisfy the specifications.

All the software tools are available to analyse the complete subarray from feeding network to
exciter to waveguides all together.

In the near-future we will perform measurements on a dual polarised (square) waveguide array
antenna. This antenna, shown in figure 56, is now under construction.

L1 :

Fi-

Figure S6: Dual polarised wave guide array test antenna
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APPENDIX A: HELPFUNCTIONS USED IN MATCHING EQUATIONS

In the determination of the helpfunctions F1 to F18 , use is made of:

NE(n) = 2.sin(n)/n (A. I a)
2

1, m=n=O

NC(m.n)=1 ,- m=n;tO (A.Ib)

10, m~n

0, m=n=O
NS(mn.n)= I, m=n #O (A.lc)

0, m;•n

FCT(mn,n)= rjJ., n /2 (A.Id)

FST(m,n)= m7TJ4•,,)/ n (A.le)

7cos(*nn) J,_ m(,,T, 2;m =0,2,4,...

CCT(m, n, Y) = (A. If)
ji~si cJmn 2)/ 2;m= 13,5,....
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A.2

-4 cos ( ! f,, _ - m =0,2A4...

SST(mn, = TO3,il.2.2(A.Ig)

With these Bessel function expanded integrals:

F, = sNE([U,,O -tl'0i 
(A.2a)

F, t.sin(Q)NE([v;,, - ],q t. sin(Q)) (A.2b)

f, = a. NC(m, mn' ) 
(A.2c)

F, = b. NS(n,n' ) 
(A.2d)

f, = a. NS(m, nm) 
(A.2e)

F6 = b.NC(n,n') 
(A.2f)

F7 = c. FCT(I, uP. .c) (A.2g)

F= = FCT(w, v,,qd) 
(A.2h)

F9 = c. FST(l,Uj.0 c) 
(A.2i)
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Flo =d. FCT(w, vp,.d) (A.2j

F, C.CT1,m (A.2k)

F,2 d. SST wn, d) (A.21)

F, 3 c. SST 1l pit, (A.2m)

F,4d. CCT( W, 11,f) (A.2n)

F, 5 c. FST(I, -u/, 0c) (A.2o)

F 6d1. FCT(w', -l',,qd) (A.2p)

F= c. FCT(l, -up0 c) (A.2q)

FIB = d. FST(W, -vpqd) (A.2r)

and finally:

F, = s(A.3a)
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F, =t.sin(QŽ) (A.3b)

F, Arn; 8, (A.3c)

0;n =0

F; (A.3e)

'~~2

F7=cr, 2 2 (A.3g)

F8 dwlE,,2 ~(i-Jv INd (A.3h)

F9 =cI7LJ1( 29 )uc (A.3i)
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Flo =dr.i[T Jd 2 (A. 3j)

Ic
(m £

cIt. COS( JI a 2 1 =0,2,4,...2 2

F, =, (A.3k)
m -- IE

jc~c~sn 2 2 2; 1 1, 3,5,...

d

A 7
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-jc ]- os( J, a 12;1= 0,2,4,...

a (A.3m)

d c si n ( /2 ,=; 1 1,3,5, ...

nrt.c nn b /r2:w=0, 2, 4....

( 22 2

F, . (A.3n)

Jdlt. sin nT2 Jý b2 2;w 1, 3, 5,....

F,. :-ctn,---2).,oC (A.3o)

F16 = d7TJ(- / 2 (A.3p)

FI7 = c L_ D 2 (A.3q)

A
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F18 - ( qd•)v,,2 < (A.30)

I<
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